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Context for the course development:
National Trends

What quantitative literacy requirements should be

established for all students who receive a bachelor’s

degree?

1989: MAA’s Subcommittee on QL Requirement

1998: Quantitative Reasoning for College

Graduates: A Complement to the Standards

2004: Special interest group for Quantitative

Literacy (SIGMAA QL).



 Spring 2005: QL Committee at CMU
Mathematics Department

 wanted to learn more about the national trends
with respect to quantitative literacy

 was composed of diverse faculty with main
research focus in Mathematics, Statistics and
Mathematics Education.

Context for the course development:
Activities at CMU



 CMU Competency Requirement – criteria for QL

course:

Context for the course development:
CMU official policy

Have a sufficiently low student-to-instructor ratio…

Require students to work on projects …

Provide opportunities, via group work …

Provide realistic problems that reflect …

Have at least one weekly assignment …

Have at least two examinations …



Challenges of Course Design

 Interpretation of Numeracy/QL
“the ability to adequately use elementary

mathematical tools to interpret and manipulate
quantitative data and ideas that arise in an

individual’s private, civic, and work life.”
Gillman, R. (2004). SIGMAA QL is Formed, Focus, 24(5), 5.

 Meaning of a “real-life problem”

 Selecting course text and pedagogy



Textbooks for Quantitative Literacy

 Proposed by big
names in QL

 Promising: primarily
meant for QL courses

 based on case studies
and media articles.



“Pedagogy is changed from presenting abstract (finished)
mathematics and then applying the mathematics to
developing or calling up the mathematics after looking at
contextual problems first.”

“The Course Philosophy”

“Material is encountered as it is in the real world,
unpredictably...”



Topic Introduction



“Tax Rate Exercise”

“Pedagogy is changed from presenting abstract (finished)
mathematics and then applying the mathematics to
developing or calling up the mathematics after looking at
contextual problems first.”



Case studies (at last!)

“Material is encountered as it is in the real world,
unpredictably...”



“the ability to adequately use elementary
mathematical tools to interpret and manipulate

quantitative data and ideas that arise in an
individual’s private, civic, and work life”

“the ability to adequately use elementary
mathematical tools to interpret and manipulate

quantitative data and ideas that arise in an
individual’s private, civic, and work life”

Interpretation(s) of QL/numeracy



“Real-life” problems

Is the problem relevant?

Is the problem authentic?



Authenticity vs. Relevance

 Statisticians: Is hand size a good
predictor of person’s height?

 what is hand size?

 statistical indicators, variance

 measurement error



Challenges of Course Design

Challenges of Implementation
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